
Absentee Voting has been allowed per our constitution: 
 
14.01 Provision may be made for absentee votes, for Members who, in the opinion of the Board, would be 

legitimately absent and requesting to submit their votes. Such votes are only allowed on the first ballot, 
if the Members present at the General Meeting would approve by Ordinary Resolution and if no further 
relevant positive or negative input relating to the vote is given in the meeting. 

 
The information below allows a decision to be made. These pages can be printed off and returned to pastor 
Shaun in an envelope or returned via email to shaun.romano@gmail.com 
 
 
1. The church has been approached by the Chrysler dealership with interest to purchase some of our unused 

property. The membership is required to give consent for a feasibility study regarding any potential property 
sale.  This vote in no way secures any sale of the property. It allows us to explore the possibility ONLY. Any 
actual sale of the property will have significant membership consultation regarding the size of the portion 
being sold and a final vote would be required IF the property is to be sold.  

 
Is permission given to the board to explore the feasibility of selling a portion of Gateway Christian Life Centre’s 
property.  
 
Yes     No 
 
2. Because of the age of our roof and the leaking caused by the age of our roof we must replace it as soon as 

possible. Because of that we are looking to increase our indebtedness.  The current indebtedness is 
$123,839. That debt consists of the paving of the parking lot, incurring of legal fees, the sound system and 
equipment, the rooftop units and a smaller portion of the roof, as well as hot water tanks, toilets, faucets 
and pumping of the septic field.  

 
Is permission given to the board to increase Gateway Christian Life Centre’s indebtedness up to $60,000 
 
Yes     No 
 
3. The constitution and financial policy require membership approval to spend over $10,000. With the repairs 

required for the two remaining portions (Sanctuary and Fellowship Hall) and the cost of fixing any damage 
due to leakage, the cost will be between $60,000-$80,000.  4 roofing companies were asked.  3 companies 
responded and the lowest quote was from BF Roofing, who had completed a patch repair on the roof 2 years 
ago. BF Roofing was chosen by the board.  

 
Quote from BF Roofing: 
Sanctuary $42929 
Fellowship $20475 
 
Additional information: If both portions (Sanctuary/Fellowship Hall) of the roof are done at the same time, to 
cut costs on refuse disposal and set up and teardown, BF roofing will give us $2000 plus GST OFF their original 
quote. 
 
Permission is given to spend the required amount to replace the roof sections and repair leak damage  
 
Yes      No 
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18.01 Voting (Election of Directors): 
 

(a) The chair shall appoint at least three (3) scrutineers to count the ballots.  
 
(b) When the Regular Members are voting on business or any other matters, a definite voting bar shall 

be made between those who are entitled to vote and those who are not so entitled. 
 
(c) The election of Directors shall be by secret ballot. Each Regular Member shall be entitled to cast one 

(1) vote for each candidate they wish to elect according to the number of vacancies to be filled.  
 
(d) To be elected to the Board, a candidate must receive a majority of the ballots cast. The first 

candidate, or candidates, to receive a majority of the ballots cast, shall be elected. If no candidates 
are elected on any particular ballot, the name receiving the lowest number of votes shall be 
eliminated in the succeeding ballot, until a full election is achieved. In event that a partial term is to 
be filled, the last Member to be elected shall fill that term. 

 
4. We require an election for the vacant board position. One person has been nominated for this election. A 

vote of acclamation is required, and members may exercise their right to vote yes, no or abstain.  
 
Linda Pringle – 3 year term 
 
Yes     No  
 
 


